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3.  Big picture context issues3.  Big picture context issues
Little open space on the public agendaLittle open space on the public agenda
General distrust of governmentGeneral distrust of government
Science education/literacyScience education/literacy
Health care cost, access and qualityHealth care cost, access and quality
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Controlling Cost of Health Care 
Important to Americans 

56% 30%

66% 28%

72% 17%

76% 21%

80% 17%

80% 15%

Reducing medical malpractice
lawsuits

Accelerating medical and
health research

Providing health care coverage
for all Americans

Improving health services and
health education programs

Controlling the cost of
prescription drugs

Controlling the cost of
healthcare

Very important Somewhat important Not important Don't know

How important would you say each of the following health issues are in terms of 
national priorities?

Source: National Survey, 2005
Charlton Research Company for Research!America



Americans Say U.S. Health Care 
Not the Best

60%
34%

6%

Yes

No

Don't know

Do you believe that the United States has the best health care system in the world?

Source: National Survey, 2005 
Charlton Research Company for Research!America



4.  Identify an urgent, compelling goal4.  Identify an urgent, compelling goal
Eliminate health Eliminate health disparitiesdisparities
Eliminate childhood obesityEliminate childhood obesity
Assure U.S. global competitivenessAssure U.S. global competitiveness
Save lives/save moneySave lives/save money
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““[The goal] has to [The goal] has to 
feel like history.  feel like history.  
IncrementalismIncrementalism

leaves the leaves the 
audience in a audience in a 

snooze.”snooze.”

Bono as quoted in The New York The New York 
Times MagazineTimes Magazine in reference to his 
call for 100% debt cancellation of 

the $6 billion that the poorest African 
countries owe the U.S.
September 18, 2005September 18, 2005



Source:  “Unequal Treatment: Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health 
Care.” Report from the National Academies’ Institute of Medicine, March 2002

“Minorities are more 
likely to receive 

lower-quality health 
care, regardless of 

income and 
insurance coverage.” 



10%

2%
88%

Important

Not important

Don't know

Important to Eliminate 
Health Disparities 

Studies show that certain health problems such as diabetes, heart disease and infant 
mortality happen more often among citizens with lower incomes and minorities. How 
important do you feel it is to conduct medical or health research to understand and 

eliminate these differences?

Source: “Taking Our Pulse: The PARADE/Research!America 
Health Poll” conducted by Charlton Research Company, 2004





U.S. Should Be Global Leader in Medical 
and Health Research

26%

69%

4%
1%

Very

Somewhat

Not

Don't know

How important do you think it is that the U.S. maintains its role as a global leader in 
medical and health research?

Source: National Survey, 2005 
Charlton Research Company for Research!America





How Research Saves Money:
•• Treatments that delay the onset and progression of Treatments that delay the onset and progression of 

Alzheimer’s disease by five years could save $50 Alzheimer’s disease by five years could save $50 
billion a year in health care costs.billion a year in health care costs.

•• Researchers have developed treatments that delay or Researchers have developed treatments that delay or 
prevent diabetic retinopathy, saving the U.S. $1.6 prevent diabetic retinopathy, saving the U.S. $1.6 
billion a year.billion a year.

•• Preventing HIV transmission from an HIVPreventing HIV transmission from an HIV--infected infected 
pregnant woman to her baby would save an estimated pregnant woman to her baby would save an estimated 
$650,616 in medical costs and lost productivity over $650,616 in medical costs and lost productivity over 
the child's lifetime.the child's lifetime.



5. Involvement of the public at each step
Planning, participation, oversight and 

reporting
Track public attitudes
Respond to public concerns
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““Supposing is Supposing is 
googood, but d, but 

finding out is finding out is 
betterbetter.”.”

~  Mark Twain~  Mark Twain



Concerns About Genetic Testing

No concerns 39%
Safety/possible misuse of information 15%
Privacy invasion/Database of everyone 11%
Don’t understand it 8%
Don’t want it used for cloning 6%
Cost 4%
Might not be accurate 4%
Other (Less than 4% of responses) 8%
Don’t know 5%

What concerns, if any, do you have about genetic testing? (first mentions)

Taking Our Pulse: The PARADE/Research!America Health Poll 
Charlton Research Company, 2004



Americans Willing to be 
Genetically Tested

57%

35%

8%
Yes

No

Don't know

Researchers recently completed mapping the human genome and can now analyze an 
individual’s complete genetic makeup. Would you be willing to be genetically tested to help 

doctors diagnose and prevent disease?

Taking Our Pulse: The PARADE/Research!America Health Poll 
Charlton Research Company, 2004



Many Americans Willing to 
Contribute DNA for Research

48%

42%

10%
Yes

No

Don't know

Would you be willing to contribute a sample of your DNA to a national databank to 
be used only for health related research?

Taking Our Pulse: The PARADE/Research!America Health Poll 
Charlton Research Company, 2004



Personalized Medicine Will Have 
Positive Impact

73%

13%

14%

Positive

Negative

Don't know

Personalized medicine refers to testing and treatment customized to an individual’s genetic 
makeup. Do you think that personalized medicine will have a positive or negative impact on 

future health care?

Taking Our Pulse: The PARADE/Research!America Health Poll 
Charlton Research Company, 2004
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Words MatterWords Matter
“Environment” means many things

“Research projects” vs “research grants”

“Volunteers” instead of “subjects”

“Teaching and research hospitals” better 
than “academic medical center”

“Fellow citizens” not “laypeople”

The fewer words, the better…
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“Nancy Reagan makes a rare speech 
urging more research, which is 

limited by U.S. policy,” by Stephanie 
Chavez. LA Times, May 9, 2004.

“I don't see how 
we can turn our 

backs on 
[embryonic stem 
cell research]. We 
have lost so much 
time. I just can't 
bear to lose any 

more.”
~ Nancy Reagan~ Nancy Reagan, , former former 

first ladyfirst lady
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• Policymakers respond 
to media

• Constituents learn 
from the media

• Media attention can 
create public pressure

The Influence of the Media 



PARADE/Research!America Poll 
on “Stem Cell Research:  What 
Americans Think” July 10, 2005
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Americans Willing to Pay More 
Taxes for Medical Research

Source: National Survey, 2005 
Charlton Research Company for Research!America

Would you be willing to pay $1 per week more in taxes if you were certain that all the 
money would be spent for additional medical research, or not?

67%

28%

5% Yes

No

Don't know



•Web shoppers spent 
$114 billion in 2003.

•That amount would 
fund the National 
Institutes of Health for 
4 years!

Sources: The State of Retailing Online 7.0, Forrester Research, May 2004; NIH

“Dollars & Sense”



•The golf industry has 
revenue of $2 billion a 
year for clubs and golf 

balls alone.

•That amount would 
fund the National 
Human Genome 

Research Institute for 
over 4 years!

Sources: NY Times 2003, NIH

“Dollars & Sense”
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